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New Packard Bell oneTwo S  
All-in-one entertainment  

 
 

 
 Stylish and friendly design in a 20-inch format 

 Touch and personalize your fun  

 Easy sharing  

 Riveting entertainment 

 
 

All-in-ones are the desktop booming market. They address people looking for new ways to use 

technology both in creating content and consuming it with a friendly interface.  

Since 2009, Packard Bell has established itself as a key player on the all-in-one segment, with its 

acknowledged oneTwo series available in 21.5 and 23 inches.    

Packard Bell now enlarges its successful range with an unprecedented 20-inch format: the brand-new 

Packard Bell oneTwo S.  

Stylish and intuitive like the entire series, this new comer suits modern digital life and fits into any 

room. Its customized touch portal with plenty of gadgets delivers easy access to media content and 

social networks with great fun.  

 

Stylish and friendly design 

 

Packard Bell oneTwo S strikes for its unique round design, evoking happiness and relaying a 

friendly, simple and fun everyday experience. 

Its ultra-slim, streamlined design saves space. The chassis comes in glossy black, matte white, 

chrome and silver to easily match with any decor. Chrome-colored back-stand can be adjusted with 

one hand to get the best viewing angle. With a single power cord, the new Packard Bell oneTwo S is 

definitely easy to set up. 

 

Touch and personalize your fun 

Personalization is a key asset for Packard Bell. The Packard Bell Touch Portal is customized for 

personalized media consumption and social networking, offering intuitive usability.  

Show your personal style and customize your wall paper. Choose the pattern and mask or create new 

ones; pick up your favourite photo and display it on the wall paper; set the date, the time, the weather 

of where you’d like to be. Cool gadgets are at your disposal directly from your desktop! 

With TouchMemo, hand write a note, display it on the desktop and set an alarm reminder. With 

TouchFriends, stay in touch with your pals and display their picture on the desktop as well. With the 

optional hi-speed wireless connection you can always “stay in touch”.  



 

 

You can also add applications from PC to the PB Touch Portal, and rearrange, according to your 

preferences, the positioning of the coloured icons or frequently used applications for a quick launch. 

You are now ready to enter a new dimension of one-touch friendly and intuitive applications. 

 

Easy Sharing  

 

Packard Bell oneTwo S offers a complete internet and social networking solution, touch-enabled and 

intuitive to use.  

TouchBrowser makes your web surfing easier and faster. You can organize My favorite sites in 

folders with drag and drop ease, touch and open several web pages for comparison. The Journal 

Clipboard gives easy access to webpage updates.  

TouchMusic enables to organize and enjoy all your MP3 collection. Browse My music library, 

Recently played songs or New imported albums, to launch your favourite tune immediately. 

TouchPhoto manages the pictures in your oneTwo S (or on Facebook and Flickr) to quickly share 

them with friends. 

With TouchVideo, browse your videos from My video library and share them on YouTube instantly. 

You can also browse the most viewed videos and latest movies’ trailers on YouTube through direct 

access.  

Create your own webcam effects for pictures and video with TouchCam. The HD recording of the 

built-in 2.0 MP HD webcam provides high quality images. 

Finally, you can add Adobe® Photoshop® Elements 9 full version’s icon on your wall paper, and have 

a quick access to your favorite photo editing software. Packard Bell oneTwo S features “Cyberlink™ 

MediaEspresso 6”, the fastest universal media converter.  MediaEspresso converts any type of video 

files stored in your all-in-one’s video library, to easily transfer it on your mobile devices including smart 

phones, with amazing display quality.   

  

Riveting all-in-one entertainment 

 

The new Packard Bell oneTwo S features top-of-the-line components to assure ultra-smooth 

multitasking. 

The 20-inch high-definition display provides vivid HD ready images. The optional TV-tuner enhances a 

boundless experience just like on digital TV, enriched by the True studio-audio of THX® TruStudio 

PC™. 

Packard Bell oneTwo S features the 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ processors or the latest AMD 

processors up to Phenom II X6. Optional NVIDIA® or AMD Radeon™ HD discrete graphic cards, with 

full Microsoft DirectX® 11 support, complete the performance picture. 

Back-up and files’ duplication are no more an issue thanks to MyBackup, the Packard Bell’s auto 

backup suite.  

Feel free from every constraint and enjoy your All-In-One also with the optional wireless keyboard and 

mouse, for longer sessions.  

 

Packard Bell oneTwo S will be available on shelves in June 2011 in Middle-Eastern outlets. 
 

Availability, software offer and technical features may vary according to countries. 

 



 

 

°°°°° 
About Packard Bell 

Packard Bell pioneered the use of the PC in the home, taking an office tool and turning it into a friendly, 
indispensable feature of today's modern home. Stylish products with cool features, accessible to everyone, are 
the hallmarks of the brand - a unique combination that no other brand in the European market offers today. In 
2008, Taiwan-based Acer Inc. acquired Packard Bell. In 2009, the Acer Group fully benefited from its multi-brand 
strategy, establishing itself as the second-largest PC company in the world and as the number two worldwide 
notebook vendor. Within the Acer Group, Packard Bell strives to design environmentally friendly products and 
establish a green supply chain through collaboration with suppliers. 
 

For more information, please visit www.packardbell.com  
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